INVISIBLESHIELD GLASS LUXE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

To apply your InvisibleShield Glass Luxe, read and follow these instructions. For best results, view the application video at zagg.com/installation.

**Step 1: Clean Device**
Use the included cleaning wipe, microfiber cloth, and dust removal sticker to clean your screen completely. Anything left on the screen will show up after your InvisibleShield is applied.

**Step 2: Remove Tab**
Use the tab labeled Step 1 to peel off the protective liner from your Glass Luxe. DO NOT touch the exposed surface.

**Step 3: Apply**
Align your Glass Luxe and set it onto your Watch screen. Press FIRMLY in the center and, while still pressing, move out to the edges; make sure you press across the entire InvisibleShield.

Note: After applying, if an air bubble remains you may lift Glass Luxe off your screen and reapply it.

**Step 4: Finish and Enjoy**
Remove tab marked Step 2 and slowly lift and peel the protective covering from your Glass Luxe.

Use the microfiber cloth to wipe off any remaining fingerprints.

STOP!
REGISTER YOUR ZAGG LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY AT:
ZAGG.COM/REGISTER

LIFETIME REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
The Lifetime Replacement Guarantee is simply what it says: If your InvisibleShield ever becomes scratched, torn, or damaged while protecting your device, we offer you a free InvisibleShield replacement for as long as you own your device. We want you to feel safe and secure when investing in your digital life and confident that InvisibleShield is the strongest and most durable protection you will find. Returning the original InvisibleShield is required. You must visit ZAGG.com/register to claim your warranty replacement.

FOR BEST RESULTS PLEASE VIEW THE APPLICATION VIDEO AT ZAGG.COM/INSTALLATION
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*Shipping and handling fees apply. See zagg.com for details. Apple Watch is a trademark of Apple Inc. registered in the U.S. and other countries. ZAGG and InvisibleShield are trademarks of ZAGG IP Holding Co, Inc.